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collectors
Our collectors have been engineered to meet standards of premium
performance for an array of applications and climates. We can
therefore provide the optimum solution to your every need.

Selective M4

Selective M4s

Vacuum VTS

OEM line

Engineered to deliver utmost performance & durability!

Optimum performance and durability for
high energy savings!

Designed to deliver premium performance in any climate

Big variety of OEM collectors suitable for
any case!

The collector’s production method is truly innovative.
The glass and aluminium base are compressed so
as to form a sturdy totality with a prism-like facade.
The anodized double walled aluminium profile epitomises our innovation in offering increased durability
and enhanced insulation.

The M4s collector has the same unique technical
characteristics with the M4 collector. It only differs
in the material used for the absorber where Mirosol
selective surface has been chosen, instead of Tinox,
in order to secure an optimum performance in sunny
climates minimizing the possibility of overheating.

VTS is a CPC vacuum collector of unique design
using ultrasonic welding of the copper fins on the
u-pipe, thereby providing outstanding performance
thanks to the enhanced thermal conductivity that
the welding offers. In addition, the use of copper fins
considerably improves the resilience of the collectors to strong thermal shocks.

Thanks to our advanced and flexible production
facilities we can provide various types of OEM collectors at an unparalleled price to quality ratio. Our
designers together with our R&D department will
come with the right solution addressing your exact
needs in the field of solar thermal energy. We can
moreover ensure real differentiation that will enable
you to market your products competitively.

thermosiphonic
systems
The compact thermosiphonic applications of Calpak offer the most convenient
and economically sensible way to harness the power of the sun. The bright and
simple concept of natural circulation makes these products reliable with low
maintenance costs.

Acquiring such a system is undoubtedly the
easiest way to upgrade the energy efficiency
of one’s house.

Mark4

gigaXS

VacuumTS

OEM line

Our best seller model that brought design and performance to a new level!

The ultimate choice for sunny climates!

When the sun’s radiation is not abundant and the benefits of thermosiphonic
applications appreciated, the VacuumTS
line is the right choice.

High quality customized thermosiphonic
systems adjusted to your very needs

We thought outside the box and dared to pioneer. In
so doing, we remain committed to safeguarding the
traditional values of our products, namely sturdiness and durability because we understand that only
by doing so does it make sense to invest in a solar
thermal system.

The gigaXS model has a novel design that centers on
efficiency and value for money – issues; it produces
exceptional performance and consequently enhanced financial savings for you. The first thermosiphonic system with an aluminium support structure for easy installation, superior aesthetics and
incomparable durability thanks to the double walled
M4s collector.

Equipped with our powerful VTN collectors these
systems deliver the maximum one can get from the
sun. They also feature a closed circuit with a tank of
similar quality to the one of Mark4. The range encloses sizes from 125 to 200 L available for flat and
inclined roof types.

Thermosiphonic solar thermal applications are gaining global popularity. Significant growth is expected
to continue in many major markets. If you want to
grab this chance and get activated in this field you
need an experienced partner that knows how to
produce the cost-effective and reliable product you
are looking for. Based on the principles of high quality, dependability, customization and minimization of
overhead costs, we are confident that we can serve
the best way any entrepreneurial needs when it
comes to thermosiphonic systems.

complete
central systems
Calpak Central solutions meet the most demanding
requirements for quality and efficiency. Having invested in the production of floor standing hot water tanks
we see ourselves as one of the very few companies
around the globe able to manufacture and provide first
hand all the major components of any solar thermal
application.

Floor standing hot water tanks ranging from 150L to 1000L (simple or
combi) can be matched with a number of flat plate or vacuum tube collectors to address all needs for volume and efficiency. The size and type
of collectors and the volume of the tank to be selected depend on the
specific requirements and the purpose of use of the customer.

with M4 collectors

with VTS collectors

In these complete packages our highly efficient M4 flat plate collectors are combined with the CL floor standing
tank that is remarkably well built and features large heat exchangers for higher performance. In addition, we can
provide the solar station and a full range of installation accessories upon request.

Likewise we combine our powerful VTS collectors with the CL floor standing tank and thus we offer a complete
solution for the segment of the market that needs optimum performance in cold conditions. The package can be
offered with a top quality solar station and all other needed accessories.

applications
Calpak is proud of having successfully undertaken a variety of noteworthy
large installations worldwide.
Large collective solar thermal installations are gaining momentum as a
result of their capability to provide greater exploitation of the sun’s radiation. Additionally, they ensure improved cost-efficiency as this investment
can be fully amortized over a shorter period.
Our company has installed the majority of the central solar systems for
hotels and industries now operating in Greece and has supported many of
our partners around the world to provide high quality solutions.

Calpak’s well-organized technical department is ready to assist our clients
in the implementation of large commercial or industrial solar thermal applications, no matter the degree of complexity.
Our team of well-trained engineers and technicians is qualified to analyse
and design tailor-made systems that deliver superior performance whilst
keeping maintenance costs low. Such systems are suitable for many cases,
including hotels, swimming pools, industries and hospitals. Our multi-product line ensures that we are able to provide the greatest possible flexibility
in designing a system best suited for our clients’ needs.

Forced circulation system
for domestic hot water and
pool heating

46 selective M4 collectors
with 2 x CLD2-4000 tanks

UAE

